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The Problem

Cryptocurrencies are extremely volatile in value; existing stablecoins are either 
centralized, public, or unscalable. 

The Solution

The Equilibria dollar will be a private and decentralized stablecoin. The only 
trust required is in its protocol - which is open sourced-code. Protocol mainnet 
will launch by early 2020, soon making Equilibria dollars available for use by 
cryptocurrency traders and early adopters.

Once the mainnet protocol is proven robust, the Equilibria team will create stra-
tegic partnerships that increase the availability and usability of Equilibria to 
investors, businesses, and the general public.
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BACKGROUND
Bitcoin and other novel forms of peer-to-peer electronic cash now allow for 
online payments without the need for trusted third-party intermediaries.  How-
ever, the unrestricted nature of these technologies has resulted in speculative 
trading markets and wildly unstable cryptocurrency values. This volatility has 
created a growing interest in ‘stablecoins’:  a cryptocurrency that is monetarily 
pegged to an asset that has a better storage of value.

The most common method of building a stablecoin today is through direct asset 
backing and trusted third parties. The stablecoin Tether (USDT) is backed 1:1 
by US dollars held in bank accounts, but this requires not only trust of the com-
pany Tether Limited, but their partner banks and the countries in which those 
banks reside. Such trust requirements for Tether and similar asset-backed sta-
blecoins, combined with a lack of regulatory oversight, make them unsuitable 
for everyday transactions or long-term value storage.
 
In contrast, decentralized stablecoins are ambitious attempts to build a stable 
store of value via novel methods that do not require third party trust or 1:1 fiat 
backing. The most successful of these to date is Maker, a protocol that uses 
collateralized debt positions of contracts locked in Ethereum and other off-
chain assets to mint a stablecoin pegged to the US dollar: Dai. Because the 
collateral backing Dai is off-chain, a complex variety of feedback and incen-
tivization mechanisms are used to maintain Dai’s stable value. The long-term 
stability of Dai requires flawless execution of these unwieldy mechanisms and 
depends on the continued health of its backing assets.

Introducing Equilibria - The dollar, decentralized.

Equilibria harnesses market forces and an on-chain asset to issue USDE, a  
private and redeemable stablecoin whose supply automatically scales with 
demand. The only trust required is in the protocol itself - not banks or other 
cryptocurrencies.
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INTRODUCTION
The goal of Equilibria is to create a private, decentralized, and scalable digi-
tal currency with stable US dollar value.

Equilibria is a decentralized issuance and redemption ecosystem for creating 
the US dollar-pegged stablecoin ‘USDE’ supported by an elastic on-chain asset 
‘XEQ.’ Both coins and the supporting market transaction data will be written 
into the same blockchain – currently traded as Equilibria (XEQ) – a hybrid proof 
of work/stake cryptocurrency based on Monero.

Issuance and redemption works in two directions.  The permanent destruction 
of XEQ to create US dollar-pegged USDE according to market rates, and the 
permanent destruction of USDE to restore a US dollar value of XEQ at future 
market value.

Stable Value:  Equilibria (XEQ) holders can issue USDE – a contract redeem-
able for $1 of XEQ.

Decentralized: User-run oracle node network writes market data into the XEQ 
blockchain and uses it to compute USDE issuance and redemption rates.

Private:  Every transaction you make is private and secure via ring signatures 
and stealth addresses.

Open Source:  Equilibria is a community project with public code. Anyone can 
contribute ideas.
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The Equilibria Protocol has three core functions: 

1. To determine a robust, accurate, decentralized, and difficult to manipulate 
issuance and redemption exchange rate for conversions to and from XEQ and 
USDE.

2. To assure that this issuance and redemption process, combined with nor-
mal mining and oracle node payouts, cannot result in hyperinflation and col-
lapse of the XEQ ⇌ USDE ecosystem.

3. To perform correct, fair, and permanent issuance and redemption account-
ing for XEQ ⇌ USDE conversions.

This is accomplished by the individual subsystems:

Ribbon: The automated system for monitoring exchange trading and volume 
data, writing it into the XEQ blockchain, and aggregating it as an exchange rate 
for issuance and redemption to and from XEQ ⇌ USDE. 

Oracle Nodes: Dedicated, decentralized, community-run servers that query ex-
changes for Ribbon data, write it into the XEQ blockchain, approve issuance 
and redemption functions, and help monitor transactions along with proof of 
work mining in exchange for node holders earning part of the XEQ block re-
ward.  The reward payout goes 50% to the miners and 50% to oracle nodes. To 
run an oracle node, operators must stake a set amount of XEQ for a set period 
of time.

Emissions: Current emissions will be reduced prior to stablecoin mainnet until 
they reach a post-launch target of 8 new XEQ emitted per-block paired with 
faster 2 minute block times.  This is combined across mining / staking / issu-
ance and redemption emissions up until 84 million coins, after which only fees 
will pay miners and oracle node holders.
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Reserve Fee Redistribution: To discourage XEQ supply inflation from issuance 
or redemption, higher fees are charged during periods of price volatility. These 
excess fees are written into the block header as a ‘reserve’ for use as future 
payments to miners and node holders in place of new emissions. This creates 
a feedback loop that dampens inflationary events.

Issuance and Redemption: Works in two directions.  The permanent destruc-
tion of XEQ to create US dollar-pegged USDE according to market rates, and 
the permanent destruction of USDE to restore a US dollar value of XEQ at fu-
ture market value.
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THE EQUILIBRIA PROTOCOL
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RIBBON OVERVIEW
The Equilibria Protocol will mitigate XEQ ⇌ USDE issuance and redemption 
exchange rate manipulation attacks by using Ribbon, a multi-layered price ag-
gregation model.

The rationale behind this model is to strongly discourage market manipulation 
attempts by making them too great of a financial burden to execute. Ribbon 
ensures an attacker would need to invest significant capital for a sustained pe-
riod of time across an array of exchanges to cause any significant shift in the 
network-determined price of XEQ.

Specifically, Ribbon will consist of three price stabilization enforcement layers.

Ribbon Green will take in raw exchange data and create a fast volume-weight-
ed price average around it. 

Ribbon Blue will refine the Ribbon Green data by discarding statistical outliers 
and physically writing this outlier-removed exchange data into the XEQ block-
chain. 

Ribbon Red will take historical data written into the XEQ blockchain by Ribbon 
Blue and use it to create a series of longer volume-weighted moving averages 
which then combine to form the issuance and redemption exchange rate.
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RIBBON GREEN
Ribbon Green represents the initial raw data aggregation and computation 
stage. Every XEQ block, all available market data for the preceding 20 block 
period will be collected and a volume-weighted average will be taken. 

A trade data point equals (USD Price * Volume) of the trade, then divided by 
total volume. All trades during the block will be averaged.  An example of three 
trades in a block is provided below: 

($2.5 *  4000 XEQ + $2.55 * 2000 XEQ + $4 *100 XEQ) / (4000 + 2000 + 100) = $2.541

In this example, a low-volume manipulation attempt at $4 (60% above spot) 
was mostly - but not entirely - defeated by the volume-weighted average. There-
fore, outliers like this are removed by Ribbon Blue prior to writing market data 
into the blockchain.

    PRICE-1       VOLUME-1        PRICE-2      VOLUME-2  PRICE-3  VOLUME-3           TOTAL VOLUME             AVERAGE                                               
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RIBBON BLUE
Ribbon Blue will filter Ribbon Green data to remove white noise generated by 
random market volatility and low-volume market manipulation attempts. This 
filtered data is then written into the XEQ blockchain.

Ribbon Blue will calculate a two standard deviation band around the price and 
discard all price observations that fall outside of it. For example, if the trade 
average data point is determined to be $2.5 with a standard deviation of $0.15, 
all price data points that fall outside of the $2.2 - $2.8 range will be discarded 
by the system. If a sudden spike in price occurs, the system will disregard it for 
moving average computation purposes. 

In the example from the previous page, the $4 trade would have been entirely 
discarded by Blue before writing the final average into the XEQ blockchain.

($2.5 *  4000 XEQ + $2.55 * 2000 XEQ + $4 *100 XEQ) / (4000 + 2000 + 100) = $2.541

The outlier value is discarded entirely and the final value is written into the XEQ 
blockchain.

($2.5 *  4000 XEQ + $2.55 * 2000 XEQ) / (4000 + 2000) = $2.517

    PRICE-1       VOLUME-1        PRICE-2      VOLUME-2  PRICE-3  VOLUME-3           TOTAL VOLUME             AVERAGE                                               

    PRICE-1       VOLUME-1       PRICE-2      VOLUME-2          TOTAL VOLUME        AVERAGE                                               
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RIBBON RED
Ribbon Red is the final processing stage before the network determines an 
equilibrium price. In this stage, multiple moving averages with different look-
back periods are calculated and their final average is taken. All of these are 
calculated using historical Ribbon Blue data that was previously written into 
each block of the XEQ blockchain.  This final Ribbon Red average is then the 
equilibrium price the network reaches consensus over and uses when issuing 
and redeeming USDE.

Initially, Red will use 4 moving averages, with look-back periods of 180, 360, 
720 and 1440 blocks, capturing a broad spectrum of market trends from slow-
est to fastest.

* MA1 = 1440 blocks = ~48h moving average of Ribbon Blue. 
* MA2 = 720 blocks = ~24h moving average of Ribbon Blue. 
* MA3 = 360 blocks = ~12h moving average of Ribbon Blue. 
* MA4 = 180 blocks = ~6h moving average of Ribbon Blue. 

The equilibrium price for USDE ⇌ XEQ issuance and redemption is determined 
as the average of all four moving averages above. By using such long moving 
averages, Equilibria assures that any exchange rate manipulation attempts for 
issuance and redemption must be sustained at dominant volume for up to 48 
hours.
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BITCOIN RIBBON
The Bitcoin Ribbon will ensure that any attacks on a minority of Bitcoin ex-
changes will not affect the USD pricing of the XEQ ⇌ USDE exchange rate. Ex-
change data is averaged from Coinbase PRO, Gemini, Bitstamp, Binance and 
BitFinex for each block. The first step is to check if any exchange has diverged 
from the mean by more than one standard deviation. If an exchange has di-
verged from the mean then the exchanges price will not be used in the BTC / 
USD price. Example below:

Bitcoin Exchange Data: {A: $9472, B: $9472, C: $9483, D: $9467, E: $9000}. 

By calculating the standard deviation ($211), exchange E will be discarded as 
they are below the first standard deviation: 

μ($9378) - 1σ($211) = $9167.

The final BTC / USD price will go through a Ribbon Red-like process however 
the look back periods are:

* MA1 = 5,040 blocks = ~7d moving average of BTC / USD
* MA2 = 720 blocks = ~24h moving average of BTC / USD
* MA3 = 360 blocks = ~12h moving average of BTC / USD
* MA4 = 90 blocks = ~6h moving average of BTC / USD
* MA4 = 30 blocks = ~1h moving average of BTC / USD
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ORACLE NODES
Oracle nodes are an essential component of the Equilibria Protocol. We define 
our oracle node as a community-run ‘node’ that monitors exchange data and 
relays that data back to the blockchain. For providing this service to the com-
munity, oracle node holders will receive fees from USDE transactions, 50% of 
the block reward, and will be provided with voting rights toward any future pro-
tocol changes. Core components of oracle nodes:

Staking ensures the oracle nodes are economically bound to the network, dis-
incentivizing dishonest nodes. These oracle nodes will require volatile-chain 
Equilibria (XEQ) coins used as collateral to assure honest behavior of the ora-
cle and the USDE exchange rate.

Consensus is created from all oracle nodes. Oracle nodes will create Ribbon 
votes and submit them to the network. For the final equilibrium price, 51% of 
the nodes will have to agree on each other’s Ribbon votes. If the consensus 
cannot be determined, issuance and redemption transactions will be automat-
ically halted until a consensus is restored.

XEQ / BTC PRICE is created using the Ribbon system. Oracle nodes will collect 
individual trades for their data set from all vetted exchanges. 

BTC / USD Price is averaged using the Bitcoin Ribbon system using the major 
exchanges described previously.

Ribbon Votes include Bitcoin / USD price and all Ribbon data sets. 
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EMISSIONS
Emissions Reward Reduction. Equilibria’s current emissions schedule is a 
holdover from its former branding as Triton - a project with decidedly differ-
ent objectives.  This legacy emission schedule is set on a curve with the re-
ward decreasing over time until it reaches the maximum number of 84 million 
XEQ coins. The current XEQ emission schedule is almost one million coins 
per month, an amount the team believes is too high for a successful issuance 
and redemption mainnet launch. Ideally, emissions should provide a sufficient 
reward to incentivize oracle nodes and miners without risking the protocol’s 
stability due to excess supply inflation.

To combat this, Equilibria will begin to re-target to a reduced emission rate 
combined with a faster block time to increase transaction speed.  XEQ emis-
sions will reduce at a previously planned hardfork, then again at USDE mainnet 
launch.  This rate will then continue in its static form until the full 84 million 
XEQ have been emitted. 

Emission Schedule:

Date Expected supply Block time Emissions per block
8/15/19 21,000,000 XEQ ~3 min ~70 XEQ
9/15/19 22,000,000 XEQ ~2 min ~17 XEQ
12/15/19 23,700,000 XEQ ~2 min ~8 XEQ
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RESERVE FEE REDISTRIBUTION
Reserve fee redistribution via liquidity-based supply controls.  The Equilibria 
Protocol will actively attempt to redistribute ‘already created’ XEQ as mining 
and staking rewards in place of newly minted coins. To achieve this, a fee will 
be placed on issuance and redemption transactions to and from USDE, and 
this will be stored as an XEQ ‘reserve’ written into the block headers. This fee 
will be adaptive based on price volatility, with higher volatility resulting in a pen-
alty fee on top of the base fee to account for the added inflation of the trans-
action + other USDE transactions in the transaction pool. As long as XEQ coins 
exist in the reserve, they will be paid to miners in place of de novo emissions.

Oracle nodes will sample exchange order book data, use it to determine a mar-
ket absorption capacity (MAC),  and write it into the XEQ blockchain.  The first 
computation will be the adjusted liquidity parameter (AL). Each order is then 
converted into an AL:

AL = (Position Size) * (1 / 1 - |(Price - Spot)|)
 
Position size will be denominated in XEQ. Adjusted liquidity is inversely propor-
tional from the distance of the orders price and the spot price. It penalizes the 
order the farther away it is from the spot price. 

For every block a market absorption capacity (MAC) parameter is created 
which is the price-weighted average of all adjusted liquidity values. These MAC 
scores are written on the blockchain. The final amount of XEQ that can be is-
sued feeless for the next 480 blocks is created by a 480 block averaged of past 
MACs. After the threshold has been reached, then a fee of .01 XEQ is added 
per .01% increase of the threshold limit starting with a base fee of .01 XEQ.  
Example: 

Threshold is 800,000 XEQ
Fee for 0 XEQ to 800,000 XEQ =  regular fees
Fee for 800,000 XEQ  to 808,000 XEQ =  regular fees + .02 XEQ
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ISSUANCE AND REDEMPTION
The Equilibria network will use issuance and redemption for the creation and 
destruction of both ‘currencies.’ This process must be irreversible.  A user would 
destroy XEQ to issue USDE and destory USDE to redeem XEQ. Since both coins 
are on the same blockchain, USDE is differentiated by transaction type. Trans-
actions will be labeled with isStable and have their key images “blacklisted” 
indefinitely after burning. 

XEQ ⇌ USDE. By using the transaction parameter isStable we can lock the 
outputs forever,  this is our ‘redemption’. Nodes can verify these transactions 
have been redeemed by checking the isStable paramater and checking if the 
key image is network blacklisted.
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ORACLE NODES

Oracle nodes are an essential component of the Equilibria Protocol. We define 
our oracle node as a community-run ‘node’ that monitors exchange data and 
relays that data back to the blockchain. For providing this service to the com-
munity, oracle node holders will receive fees from USDE transactions, 50% of 
the block reward, and will be provided with voting rights toward any future pro-
tocol changes. This section will detail how oracle nodes can accumulate the 
exchange data for Ribbon and store it on the blockchain. 

Stake ensures the oracle nodes are economically bound to the network, dis-
incentivizing dishonest nodes. These oracle nodes will require volatile-chain 
Equilibria (XEQ) coins used as collateral to assure honest behavior of the ora-
cle and the USDE exchange rate.

Consensus is created from all oracle nodes. Oracle nodes will create Ribbon 
votes and submit them to the network. For the final equilibrium price, 51% of 
the nodes will have to agree on each other’s Ribbon votes. If the consensus 
cannot be determined, mint and burn transactions will be automatically halted 
until a consensus is restored.

XEQ / BTC PRICE is created using the Ribbon system. Oracle nodes will collect 
individual trades for their data set from all vetted exchanges. 

BTC / USD Price is averaged from 24hr Coinbase PRO, Gemini, and BitFinex. 

Ribbon Votes include Bitcoin / USD price and all Ribbon data sets. 

GROWTH STRATEGY
3
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OVERVIEW
Since market liquidity is necessary for the health of USDE issuance and re-
demption, early protocol growth is more critical for Equilibria’s long-term suc-
cess than for most new cryptocurrencies.

Equilibria will grow its presence using a mix of digital marketing and business 
development strategies to grow the use and adoption of USDE. This will be 
accomplished via a mix of community development, content marketing, and 
strategic partnerships focused on the following elements:

1. Core principles 

2. Features for adoption by traders and investors

3. Features for adoption by businesses
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CORE PRINCIPLES
Because USDE is a stable and private currency, it can easily be used as a me-
dium of exchange no matter where an individual or business may be located. 
The design of Equilibria was very carefully chosen to include the following ele-
ments the team believes necessary for a widely-adopted stablecoin: 

Stability: Stability of USDE in relation to US dollars, the global reserve currency, 
is essential for it to be used as a medium of exchange or as a store of value. 

Decentralization: Equilibria uses a democratized single-chain governance 
model to regulate the XEQ and USDE economy; in theory, no central gover-
nance is needed once the protocol is up and running. This makes it more trust-
worthy than other stablecoins requiring banks or off-chain assets.

Privacy: Equilibria chose to implement privacy into the ecosystem to benefit 
the majority of USDE users: good actors. Only you should know where you 
spend your money. 

Open Source: Equilibria is a community-run project with public code. We wel-
come contributors to help improve our code and use Equilibria as a platform 
for anyone to build off of. In the future, the core team will start a ‘foundation’ to 
fund future development. 

Borderless: Cryptocurrencies are, by nature, borderless. Users will be able to 
use USDE to store value and pay for products and services worldwide.
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TRADERS AND INVESTORS
Cryptocurrency traders are Equilibria’s initial target demographic for USDE. 
Success with these early adopters is essential for the protocol to build enough 
trust for any wider adoption. USDE will serve traders via:

1. Long term store of value; holding funds during larger market instability
2. Temporary store of value; holding funds between trades
3. Stable trading pair that can be implemented into exchanges
4. Transferring funds from one exchange to another with no risk of lost profits
5. Complete privacy

We are implementing or pursuing the following functions to increase adoption 
by traders:

In-wallet USDE issuance: Anyone with XEQ will be able to issue USDE stable-
coin contracts. This allows for private long-term value storage.

USDE can be sent and received:  Just like with other cryptocurrencies, users 
will be able to send and receive USDE to and from other Equilibria addresses. 
This will facilitate payments and USDE trading pairs on exchanges.

USDE as a trading pair:  After USDE is on mainnet, we will work with exchanges 
listing XEQ to also list USDE. Users will be able to directly buy USDE or contrib-
ute their in-wallet issued USDE to the exchange. This will allow for temporary 
value storage on exchanges - including private and decentralized exchanges 
which do not support traditional stablecoins.

Fiat to USDE trading pair: A long term goal requiring liquidity on major ex-
changes.  Would dramatically increase access and broader adoption.
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BUSINESSES
As the Equilibria network becomes more established via usage by traders and 
early adopters, we will begin to focus on business solutions. USDE will serve 
the needs of businesses via:

1. Stable US dollar value
2. Low fee transactions
3. Borderless transactions
4. Quick transactions
5. Highly secure transactions
6. Anti-fraud and no chargebacks built-in
7. Capable of large B2B payments
8. Complete privacy

We are implementing or pursuing the following functions to increase adoption 
by businesses:

Tools for accepting USDE as payment: The team will focus on partnering with 
extant crypto payment processors and applications in order to integrate USDE  
with familiar payment methods. Eventually, we may work on our own indepen-
dent tools.

Tools for redeeming USDE for USD via exchanges: While USDE will be imme-
diately available for use on mainnet launch, businesses would need to redeem 
USDE for fiat or other currencies on exchanges manually. The team will even-
tually build tools integrated with major exchanges that make this process as 
painless as possible. 
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BUSINESSES

In the long term, we aim for Equilibria to be accepted by all kinds of businesses 
to make the experience as seamless as possible. This can be achieved through 
the integration of both B2C and B2B transactions with USDE. An example of 
this is paying business expenses with USDE.

Another way for businesses to access USDE is by accepting it as a payment 
method. By having an easy to use fiat to USDE exchange ready, even if they 
can’t use USDE to pay for expenses, they can quickly exchange it for their fiat 
currency.

Usability

There are plenty of reasons why a business may want to accept cryptocur-
rency as a form of payment for a service or good. We are going to go over the 
most important reasons for why USDE can be beneficial to businesses:

1. Low fees
2. Borderless transactions
3. Quick transactions
4. Highly secure
5. Anti-fraud and chargebacks
6. Large B2B payments

ORACLE NODES

Oracle nodes are an essential component of the Equilibria Protocol. We define 
our oracle node as a community-run ‘node’ that monitors exchange data and 
relays that data back to the blockchain. For providing this service to the com-
munity, oracle node holders will receive fees from USDE transactions, 50% of 
the block reward, and will be provided with voting rights toward any future pro-
tocol changes. This section will detail how oracle nodes can accumulate the 
exchange data for Ribbon and store it on the blockchain. 

Stake ensures the oracle nodes are economically bound to the network, dis-
incentivizing dishonest nodes. These oracle nodes will require volatile-chain 
Equilibria (XEQ) coins used as collateral to assure honest behavior of the ora-
cle and the USDE exchange rate.

Consensus is created from all oracle nodes. Oracle nodes will create Ribbon 
votes and submit them to the network. For the final equilibrium price, 51% of 
the nodes will have to agree on each other’s Ribbon votes. If the consensus 
cannot be determined, mint and burn transactions will be automatically halted 
until a consensus is restored.

XEQ / BTC PRICE is created using the Ribbon system. Oracle nodes will collect 
individual trades for their data set from all vetted exchanges. 

BTC / USD Price is averaged from 24hr Coinbase PRO, Gemini, and BitFinex. 

Ribbon Votes include Bitcoin / USD price and all Ribbon data sets. 

ROADMAP
4
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ROADMAP
Q3 2019 - Development

A large amount of development has already occurred in 2019. We will soon 
release a full testnet version of USDE accomplishing what is detailed in this 
paper.  Next, we will upgrade our mining algorithm to be FPGA and ASIC resis-
tant; this algorithm fork will result in an overall reduction in XEQ emissions and 
oracle node staking requirement.

Q4 2019 - Extensive Testing

Q4 will begin with extensive testing of the Equilibria Protocol. While the devel-
opment team is working on improving the protocol, the marketing team will 
focus on bringing more awareness of Equilibria to trading communities.

Late 2019 or early 2020 - USDE on Mainnet

USDE should be live around the end of 2019, paired with an additional 50% re-
duction in XEQ emissions and oracle node staking requirement. As we approach 
mainnet, we will be able to publish a more elaborate roadmap on post-mainnet 
releases and developments. 
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BUSINESSES

In the long term, we aim for Equilibria to be accepted by all kinds of businesses 
to make the experience as seamless as possible. This can be achieved through 
the integration of both B2C and B2B transactions with USDE. An example of 
this is paying business expenses with USDE.

Another way for businesses to access USDE is by accepting it as a payment 
method. By having an easy to use fiat to USDE exchange ready, even if they 
can’t use USDE to pay for expenses, they can quickly exchange it for their fiat 
currency.

Usability

There are plenty of reasons why a business may want to accept cryptocur-
rency as a form of payment for a service or good. We are going to go over the 
most important reasons for why USDE can be beneficial to businesses:

1. Low fees
2. Borderless transactions
3. Quick transactions
4. Highly secure
5. Anti-fraud and chargebacks
6. Large B2B payments

ORACLE NODES

Oracle nodes are an essential component of the Equilibria Protocol. We define 
our oracle node as a community-run ‘node’ that monitors exchange data and 
relays that data back to the blockchain. For providing this service to the com-
munity, oracle node holders will receive fees from USDE transactions, 50% of 
the block reward, and will be provided with voting rights toward any future pro-
tocol changes. This section will detail how oracle nodes can accumulate the 
exchange data for Ribbon and store it on the blockchain. 

Stake ensures the oracle nodes are economically bound to the network, dis-
incentivizing dishonest nodes. These oracle nodes will require volatile-chain 
Equilibria (XEQ) coins used as collateral to assure honest behavior of the ora-
cle and the USDE exchange rate.

Consensus is created from all oracle nodes. Oracle nodes will create Ribbon 
votes and submit them to the network. For the final equilibrium price, 51% of 
the nodes will have to agree on each other’s Ribbon votes. If the consensus 
cannot be determined, mint and burn transactions will be automatically halted 
until a consensus is restored.

XEQ / BTC PRICE is created using the Ribbon system. Oracle nodes will collect 
individual trades for their data set from all vetted exchanges. 

BTC / USD Price is averaged from 24hr Coinbase PRO, Gemini, and BitFinex. 

Ribbon Votes include Bitcoin / USD price and all Ribbon data sets. 

TEAM
5
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TEAM

Harrison Hesslink 
Founder and Lead Developer

Harrison is the founder of the Equilibria ecosystem as well as its core 
contributor.

Thomas D. Parker 
Business Development & Marketing

Thomas grows the adoption and awareness of Equilibria via busi-
ness development and digital marketing.

Tyler Hulett, PhD  
Data Science & Brand Management

Dr. Hulett heads brand design while contributing to algorithm con-
cept development.

Cryptochangements  
Developer

Cryptocurrency enthusiast and leading open-source blockchain de-
veloper. 
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BUSINESSES

In the long term, we aim for Equilibria to be accepted by all kinds of businesses 
to make the experience as seamless as possible. This can be achieved through 
the integration of both B2C and B2B transactions with USDE. An example of 
this is paying business expenses with USDE.

Another way for businesses to access USDE is by accepting it as a payment 
method. By having an easy to use fiat to USDE exchange ready, even if they 
can’t use USDE to pay for expenses, they can quickly exchange it for their fiat 
currency.

Usability

There are plenty of reasons why a business may want to accept cryptocur-
rency as a form of payment for a service or good. We are going to go over the 
most important reasons for why USDE can be beneficial to businesses:

1. Low fees
2. Borderless transactions
3. Quick transactions
4. Highly secure
5. Anti-fraud and chargebacks
6. Large B2B payments

ORACLE NODES

Oracle nodes are an essential component of the Equilibria Protocol. We define 
our oracle node as a community-run ‘node’ that monitors exchange data and 
relays that data back to the blockchain. For providing this service to the com-
munity, oracle node holders will receive fees from USDE transactions, 50% of 
the block reward, and will be provided with voting rights toward any future pro-
tocol changes. This section will detail how oracle nodes can accumulate the 
exchange data for Ribbon and store it on the blockchain. 

Stake ensures the oracle nodes are economically bound to the network, dis-
incentivizing dishonest nodes. These oracle nodes will require volatile-chain 
Equilibria (XEQ) coins used as collateral to assure honest behavior of the ora-
cle and the USDE exchange rate.

Consensus is created from all oracle nodes. Oracle nodes will create Ribbon 
votes and submit them to the network. For the final equilibrium price, 51% of 
the nodes will have to agree on each other’s Ribbon votes. If the consensus 
cannot be determined, mint and burn transactions will be automatically halted 
until a consensus is restored.

XEQ / BTC PRICE is created using the Ribbon system. Oracle nodes will collect 
individual trades for their data set from all vetted exchanges. 

BTC / USD Price is averaged from 24hr Coinbase PRO, Gemini, and BitFinex. 

Ribbon Votes include Bitcoin / USD price and all Ribbon data sets. 

GENERAL INFORMATION
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WALLETS

Windows:
https://github.com/EquilibriaCC/Equilibria/releases

Linux:
https://github.com/EquilibriaCC/Equilibria/releases

MAC:
https://github.com/EquilibriaCC/Equilibria/releases

iOS:
https://testflight.apple.com/join/c3qO7ve7
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EXCHANGES

TradeOgre:
https://tradeogre.com/exchange/BTC-XEQ

qTrade:
https://qtrade.io/market/XTRI_BTC

Citex:
https://citex.io/#/trade/XEQ_BTC
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TECHNICAL INFO

Premine

Based on a pre-launch community survey the Equilibria Team opted to include 
a small premine with the mainnet launch on February 28, 2018. This prem-
ine of 3,000,000 coins was ~3.57% of the maximum mineable supply and has 
since been used to pay for contracted work, exchange listings, and miscella-
neous expenses. As of August 12th, 2019, a total of 1.5 million XEQ remains in 
the premine fund.

Current Technical Details

Block time: 180  
Difficulty Algorithm: LWMA v3  
Max Supply: 84,000,000  
Algorithm: CN-Light 
Port: 9231  
p2p Port: 9230
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RESOURCES

Q3 2019 - Development

The summer of 2019 will be packed with development. We will release our gen 
1 service nodes, publish our white paper and technical paper, release the test-
net version of USDE, and upgrade our mining algorithm to be FPGA and ASIC 
resistant

Q4 2019 - Extensive Testing

Q4 will begin with extensive testing of the Equilibria Protocol. While the devel-
opment team is working on improving the Equilibria protocol, the marketing 
team will focus on bringing more awareness of Equilibria to the trading com-
munities through the means spoken about in our growth chapter. Examples of 
this will be through gaining exposure from exchanges, getting media coverage, 
and developing our brand through content and social media marketing.

2020 - USDE on Mainnet

As we approach 2020, we will be able to publish a more elaborate roadmap on 
upcoming releases. Our goals for 202 will be to put USDE on mainnet, which 
may happen as early as December, increase the usability and accessibility of 
Equilibria, and establish partnerships that primarily focus on the traders/inves-
tors demographic.

During the start of the year, the core team plans to establish a blockchain foun-
dation legal entity that will contribute and help fund Equilibria. Through this 
foundation, income streams will be built in various ways (details will come as 
we are closer to launching the foundation), and the foundation will contribute 
to the project by bringing on paid staff.

BUSINESSES

In the long term, we aim for Equilibria to be accepted by all kinds of businesses 
to make the experience as seamless as possible. This can be achieved through 
the integration of both B2C and B2B transactions with USDE. An example of 
this is paying business expenses with USDE.

Another way for businesses to access USDE is by accepting it as a payment 
method. By having an easy to use fiat to USDE exchange ready, even if they 
can’t use USDE to pay for expenses, they can quickly exchange it for their fiat 
currency.

Usability

There are plenty of reasons why a business may want to accept cryptocur-
rency as a form of payment for a service or good. We are going to go over the 
most important reasons for why USDE can be beneficial to businesses:

1. Low fees
2. Borderless transactions
3. Quick transactions
4. Highly secure
5. Anti-fraud and chargebacks
6. Large B2B payments

ORACLE NODES

Oracle nodes are an essential component of the Equilibria Protocol. We define 
our oracle node as a community-run ‘node’ that monitors exchange data and 
relays that data back to the blockchain. For providing this service to the com-
munity, oracle node holders will receive fees from USDE transactions, 50% of 
the block reward, and will be provided with voting rights toward any future pro-
tocol changes. This section will detail how oracle nodes can accumulate the 
exchange data for Ribbon and store it on the blockchain. 

Stake ensures the oracle nodes are economically bound to the network, dis-
incentivizing dishonest nodes. These oracle nodes will require volatile-chain 
Equilibria (XEQ) coins used as collateral to assure honest behavior of the ora-
cle and the USDE exchange rate.

Consensus is created from all oracle nodes. Oracle nodes will create Ribbon 
votes and submit them to the network. For the final equilibrium price, 51% of 
the nodes will have to agree on each other’s Ribbon votes. If the consensus 
cannot be determined, mint and burn transactions will be automatically halted 
until a consensus is restored.

XEQ / BTC PRICE is created using the Ribbon system. Oracle nodes will collect 
individual trades for their data set from all vetted exchanges. 

BTC / USD Price is averaged from 24hr Coinbase PRO, Gemini, and BitFinex. 

Ribbon Votes include Bitcoin / USD price and all Ribbon data sets. 

RESOURCES
Website: 
https://equilibria.network/

Official Block Explorer: 
https://explorer.equilibria.network/

Github: 
https://github.com/equilibriacc/

Discord Community: 
https://discord.gg/bcaS2Pu

Twitter Community: 
https://twitter.com/EquilibriaCC

Bitcointalk Thread:
https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=2944793.0

Exchanges: 
https://tradeogre.com/exchange/BTC-XEQ
https://qtrade.io/?ref=2CS2LQ7LFKQZ
Citex: https://citex.io/#/trade/XEQ_BTC

Wallets:
Windows/Linux/MAC: https://github.com/EquilibriaCC/Equilibria/releases

Contact: 
contact@equilibria.network
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RESOURCES

Q3 2019 - Development

The summer of 2019 will be packed with development. We will release our gen 
1 service nodes, publish our white paper and technical paper, release the test-
net version of USDE, and upgrade our mining algorithm to be FPGA and ASIC 
resistant

Q4 2019 - Extensive Testing

Q4 will begin with extensive testing of the Equilibria Protocol. While the devel-
opment team is working on improving the Equilibria protocol, the marketing 
team will focus on bringing more awareness of Equilibria to the trading com-
munities through the means spoken about in our growth chapter. Examples of 
this will be through gaining exposure from exchanges, getting media coverage, 
and developing our brand through content and social media marketing.

2020 - USDE on Mainnet

As we approach 2020, we will be able to publish a more elaborate roadmap on 
upcoming releases. Our goals for 202 will be to put USDE on mainnet, which 
may happen as early as December, increase the usability and accessibility of 
Equilibria, and establish partnerships that primarily focus on the traders/inves-
tors demographic.

During the start of the year, the core team plans to establish a blockchain foun-
dation legal entity that will contribute and help fund Equilibria. Through this 
foundation, income streams will be built in various ways (details will come as 
we are closer to launching the foundation), and the foundation will contribute 
to the project by bringing on paid staff.

BUSINESSES

In the long term, we aim for Equilibria to be accepted by all kinds of businesses 
to make the experience as seamless as possible. This can be achieved through 
the integration of both B2C and B2B transactions with USDE. An example of 
this is paying business expenses with USDE.

Another way for businesses to access USDE is by accepting it as a payment 
method. By having an easy to use fiat to USDE exchange ready, even if they 
can’t use USDE to pay for expenses, they can quickly exchange it for their fiat 
currency.

Usability

There are plenty of reasons why a business may want to accept cryptocur-
rency as a form of payment for a service or good. We are going to go over the 
most important reasons for why USDE can be beneficial to businesses:

1. Low fees
2. Borderless transactions
3. Quick transactions
4. Highly secure
5. Anti-fraud and chargebacks
6. Large B2B payments

ORACLE NODES

Oracle nodes are an essential component of the Equilibria Protocol. We define 
our oracle node as a community-run ‘node’ that monitors exchange data and 
relays that data back to the blockchain. For providing this service to the com-
munity, oracle node holders will receive fees from USDE transactions, 50% of 
the block reward, and will be provided with voting rights toward any future pro-
tocol changes. This section will detail how oracle nodes can accumulate the 
exchange data for Ribbon and store it on the blockchain. 

Stake ensures the oracle nodes are economically bound to the network, dis-
incentivizing dishonest nodes. These oracle nodes will require volatile-chain 
Equilibria (XEQ) coins used as collateral to assure honest behavior of the ora-
cle and the USDE exchange rate.

Consensus is created from all oracle nodes. Oracle nodes will create Ribbon 
votes and submit them to the network. For the final equilibrium price, 51% of 
the nodes will have to agree on each other’s Ribbon votes. If the consensus 
cannot be determined, mint and burn transactions will be automatically halted 
until a consensus is restored.

XEQ / BTC PRICE is created using the Ribbon system. Oracle nodes will collect 
individual trades for their data set from all vetted exchanges. 

BTC / USD Price is averaged from 24hr Coinbase PRO, Gemini, and BitFinex. 

Ribbon Votes include Bitcoin / USD price and all Ribbon data sets. 
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